
Angelo Verlain
Shema Angelo Verlain. vixalien on the Internet.

Experienced Web Developer with over 5 years of experience with
tinkering with, building and enhancing Web interfaces. My top  virtues
are minimalism and love.

Kigali, Rwanda

+250 (0) 790 001 138
hey@vixalien.com
vixalien.com

PROJECTS

RwarriMS — An Employee Management System
RwarriMS, originally built for RWARRI, is an Employee Management
System to keep track of their Employees, it enables application and
management of leaves, payment requests and other E-Payment and
E-Performance tasks, check-in at work, track daily tasks and so much
more on any platform. Built with NextJS and Typescript and Javascript.
Uses MongoDB as a Database.

Rabbet - A service to build a page for your links.
Rabbet, is a website that allows you to make simple pages for your links.
It allows you to create simple pages that show links together with a title
and some text. Runs on Firebase and NextJS. Currently rewriting it using the
Fresh framework (Deno).

Explosiv — A static JSX site generator
Explosiv, is a static site generator for JSX content. It was built to allow
small sites (or even large ones) to generate their HTML easily and fast
while preserving some React-like syntax (JSX). Written in Vanilla
Javascript in NodeJS.

vixalien.io— A personal blog
vixalien.io or simply dotio, is my personal website, a collection of posts
and my projects. Has been rewritten many times using various tech
stacks. Runs on Deno.

A list of my other public projects are at Github

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

RWARRI NGO
IT | 2020 - current

Developed the RwarriMS System used to manage Employees. Helps with
IT and hardware management.

SKILLS

HTML, CSS, Stylus

Typescript and ECMAScript

ReactJS: CRA, NextJS, Fresh,

Remix, Explosiv

NodeJS and Deno

Site optimization: SEO and

Performance.

PWA

GTK, Vala

LANGUAGES

Native Kinyarwanda

Casual English

Fluent French

https://www.vixalien.com
http://rwarri.com
https://dash.rabbet.me
http://github.com/vixalien/explosiv
https://www.vixalien.com
https://github.com/vixalien

